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ABSTRACT

We present Dwell+, a method that boosts the effectiveness
of typical dwell selection by augmenting the passive dwell
duration with active haptic ticks which promptly drives rapid
switches of modes forward through the user’s skin sensations.
In this way, Dwell+ enables multi-level dwell selection using rapid haptic ticks. To select a mode from a button, users
dwell-touch the button until the mode of selection is haptically prompted.
Our haptic stimulation design consists of a short 10ms vibrotacile feedback that indicates a mode arriving and a break
that separates consecutive modes. We first tested the effectiveness of 170ms, 150ms, 130ms, and 110ms intervals
between modes for a 10-level selection. The results reveal
that 3-beats-per-chunk rhythm design, e.g., displaying longer
25ms vibrations initially for all three modes, could potentially
achieve higher accuracy. The second study reveals significant
improvement wherein a 94.5% accuracy was achieved for a
10-level Dwell+ selection using the 170ms interval with 3beats-per-chunk design, and a 93.82% rate of accuracy using
the more frequent 150ms interval with similar chunks for 5level selection. The performance of conducting touch and
receiving vibration from disparate hands was investigated for
our final study to provide a wider range of usage. Our applications demonstrated implementing Dwell+ across interfaces,
such as text input on a smartwatch, enhancing touch space
for HMDs, boosting modalities of stylus-based tool selection,
and extending the input vocabulary of physical interfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

Dwell, also known as touch-and-hold and press-and-hold, is
a well-known input method for mode switching, commonly
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Figure 1. The interaction process of Dwell+. (a) A folder contains several
Google apps is placed in the background. (b) The user touch-and-presses
the folder icon to activate Dwell+ selection. (b) The user releases the icon
after receiving the second vibration which corresponds to the Youtube
app. (d) Youtube opens after the selection.

found in early mouse-clicking [29] and pen-based interaction [31], and more recently also in touchscreens e.g., mobile
phones and smartwatches. Holding a touch on screen for an
extended period of, for example, 1 second, activates the mode
switching, e.g., invoke a marking menu. Dwell, however, is
generally considered not effective due to the inevitable long
dwell period in order to avoid unintended input and the limitation of only a single mode.
In past research, modes have been increased via various
modalites of a touch. Two-step mode switching determines a
mode based upon subsequent finger motions, such as rolling
[30], shear direction [11], and in-air motion [8]. Single-tap
mode switching has been further improved in regards to timeand space-efficiency by exploiting immediate modalities derived from tapping pressure [13], contact points in the touch
finger [12, 17], and fingerprints [33].
While the aforementioned approaches are effective in creating modes, they suffer from (1) requiring users to learn and
memorize extra motions other than simple tapping, e.g., tapping with certain pressures, postures and motion gestures, as
well as from (2) requiring extra sensors for a touch interface
to be enabled.
Dwell+

This paper introduces Dwell+, a multi-level dwell selection
method enabled by augmenting dwelling with rapid haptic
ticks. These ticks utilized through the user’s skin sensations
indicate the switches of modes, enabling users to directly access a mode using a single touch with varied dwelling durations. Compared to previous works that enhance input modal-

ity by performing different postures or motions, Dwell+ requires minimal motor space, i.e., a single touch. Thus,
Dwell+ can even be performed on devices with single-touch
point sensing, allowing it to be applied to existing buttoninput devices.
Figure 1 demonstrates the activation of an in-folder app using
Dwell+. Here, after users folding touch on the folder button,
a first vibration comes in at 150ms. Releasing the button before the first vibration happens activates a normal touch, i.e.,
unfolding the folder, and releasing it after the nth vibration
arrives activates the nth app in the folder. For instance, the
user activates the gmail app at a second slot by releasing the
touch after the first haptic tick has been perceived.
Unlike typical dwell selections which passively await touch to
activate a mode switch, Dwell+ actively drives fast switches
of modes with rapid haptic ticks. Our implementation
adopted vibrotactile feedback to deliver the haptic ticks. Owing to the acute sensitivity of the human finger to vibrations, a
10 millisecond vibrotactile feedback is sufficient for users to
pick up isolated haptic ticks. Consecutive ticks are separated
by breaks whose lengths determine the efficiency of Dwell+
interactions. Shorter breaks benefit faster switches but may
erroneously activate the next mode when users release their
touch too late, and may require a great cognitive load.
To explore the design space of Dwell+, the following factors
were determined through a series of user studies: (1) the effective lengths of breaks to separate consecutive haptic ticks,
(2) the number of effective modes that can be enabled with
monotonous haptic ticks, (3) whether a rhythmical design
helps boost the number of effective modes. Our user studies revealed that 170ms-, 150ms-, 130ms-, and 110ms-long
breaks are generally effective for 4-level mode selection, and
an improved design using chunks further increased the performance up to 10 levels for 170ms- and 5 levels for 150ms-long
breaks.
The contributions of this work are three-fold: (1) the development of Dwell+, a novel approach that enables multi-level
dwell selection by augmenting dwelling with haptic ticks;
(2) user studies to identify effective designs for Dwell+ with
mono- and chunking-based ticks; (3) a set of applications
to demonstrate the applicability of Dwell+ in contexts from
vibration-enabled touchscreen devices to non-vibrating touch
interfaces.
RELATED WORK

In this section, we review previous research on dwell selection, enhancing input modality of touch interaction, and numerosity perception for switch access scanning as well as using vibrotactile feedback as notification.
Dwell Selection

Dwell, also known as holding, long-press, press-and-hold and
touch-and-hold, is a mode-switching method based on time.
In early time, Kurtenbach et al. [22] first proposed to invoke
a marking menus by holding a stylus on screen for 1/3 second. Pook et al. [29] introduced the same function with longpress using mouse’s right button. As such, dwell is commonly

used to provide 2-mode operations in stylus input [25, 31],
e.g., “draw and command” and “inking and gesturing”.
Dwell select is also found in touchscreens. For instance,
dwelling touch allows a user to activate dragging actions or
menu invocations via touch interface. Also, researchers have
introduced two-fingered performance of hold-and-move gestures to reduce dwelling times before dragging objects [20],
and undoing dwell-based direct manipulation, such as moving and resizing a window, via a spring design [1]. In natural
interaction such as eye-gazing [18, 19, 35] and body motion
input (e.g., kinect), dwell was commonly adopted as commitment gesture.
Though dwell selection is easy-to-use and highly adaptable to
most touch-based interactions, as aforementioned, it is generally considered ineffective due to its limitations. Thus,
Dwell+ which is based upon dwell, enhances effectiveness
both in terms of input space and time with haptic ticks that
proactively fast drive multi-level dwell selections.
Exploring Finger-touch Modalities

Many previous works have attempted to increase input
modality by allowing for discernment of different touch features. Single-tap mode switching, for example, utilizes different parts of the finger [12, 17], different levels of pressure
[13, 36], the area of the finger contact [5] or different fingers [15, 33] to activate a number of modes at the instance of
finger contact. On the other hand, two-step mode switching
encodes modes with motions that come before or after the
landing touch. For example, rolling [4, 30], swiping [7] or
shearing direction [11], motion in air [8], and motion of the
device [14] have been explored to expand input space on both
smartphones and smartwatches.
The aforementioned techniques all take into account some
touch features other than the fact of touch itself. These operations require users to learn various gestures and underlying
mapping. In comparison, Dwell+ is based on simply touch
and it actively prompts haptic-switches of modes to users. In
addition, Dwell+ requires lesser effort to perform than said
techniques.
Numerosity Perception for Switch Access Scanning

Previous research has investigated the limitation of numerosity perception. Lechelt et al. [23] tested numerosity perception and compared subjects performance among
visual, auditory and haptic channels. Ternes et al. [34]
and Pasquero et al. [28] experimented with human perception of temporal tactile messages. Regarding applications,
Bianchi et al. [3] adapt numerosity sense for secret digit-input
and Kuribara et al. [21] used tactile perception for users to secretly enter a pin-code through counting vibrations.
Based on previous works, Dwell+ explores a combination
of tactile numerosity perception and hand motion. Furthermore, it uses numerosity perception, i.e., counting vibrations,
to enable an indirect, invisible and efficient Switch-AccessScanning1 [2, 32] mode selection.
1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch_access_
scanning

Vibrotactile Feedback as Notification

Finally, vibrotactile feedback has been extensively explored
as an intimate and private communication channel to display
notifications through temporal patterns [6] and spatial patterns such as direction [24] and alphanumeric letters [26].
Like these works, Dwell+ also utilizes vibrotactile feedback
as notification, but uses it to improve users’ awareness of
dwelling time, resulting in a performance boost in multi-level
dwell selections with single touch.

at any target vibration. It also shows that more-than-170ms
intervals leads to a sense of inefficiency for most users.
Moreover, since human beings have a limited cognitive load,
the difficulties of counting vibrations increases as the amount
of vibrations accumulate. Based on the performance of
mono-vibration Dwell+, this study is also meant to derive an
effective level with highest accuracies as to the design guidelines for chunking vibrations that potentially achieves better
accuracy for Dwell+ selections.

STUDY OVERVIEW

User Study 1 discussed herein measures users’ ability in coordination of skin perceptions and motor controls to perform
Dwell+ operations associated with vibration intervals of various lengths. The results of the study indicate effective designs
for Dwell+ to use monotonous vibrations.
Single haptic tick involves a 10ms vibration, which is so short
that it is nearly impossible for visual or audio observation.
Four candidate intervals (170, 150, 130, 110ms), and two
common gestures (thumb-input for single-handed usage and
index-finger-input for two-handed situations) were included.
Among all candidate time-intervals, the 170ms interval resulted in the highest accuracies across 10-level selection, being 88.44% accurate (s=11.94%) on average for thumb input,
and 90.75% accurate (s=13.79%) for index finger input, respectively. In addition, for all the intervals, locating targets
within 3 vibrations showed significantly higher accuracy than
those in higher levels, indicating that the effective levels of
monotonous vibrations are within three vibrations.
To improve user performance, we propose designing Dwell+
vibrations with chunking. Here, chunking [27] refers to a
mechanism that facilitates human recognition by binding individual pieces of information together. To embody chunking in the vibrations, we applied longer vibrations at the
first of every three vibrations to generate a 3-beats-per-chunk
rhythm. User Study 2 evaluates the chunking design showing
a significant improvement of around 94.5% accuracy for 10level selection with the 170ms interval and 93.82% accuracy
for 5-level selection with the 150ms interval.
Finally, User Study 3 further investigated using Dwell+ under
conditions where the occurrence of touches and vibrations
are disparate. The study instructed users to perform touch
with one hand, while perceiving vibrations through a separate smartphone in the other hand. The results indicate comparable performance to User Study 2, which can shed light on
wider usage scenarios, such as augmenting physical buttons
with Dwell+ through a vibrating smartwatch on the wrist or a
smartphone in the user’s pocket.
USER STUDY 1: BASELINE PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVE LEVEL OF MONOTONOUS-DWELL+

The goal of this study was to measure the effectiveness
of monotonous Dwell+ configured with four time-intervals
(170ms, 150ms, 130ms, and 110ms) and 10ms-vibration for
10-level selection (Figure 2). The four candidate intervals
were determined from a 6-participant pilot test which shows
that less-than-110ms intervals are too fast to enable selection

Figure 2. Two selected vibration patterns of intervals within one second: (a) 170ms interval between each 10ms-vibration which generates 6
modes within a second, and (b) 110ms interval between each vibration
that delivers 9 modes within the a second.

Study Design

To prevent the transfer effects between intervals inherent
in within-subjects design, we employed a between-subjects
2×10 factorial design. The independent variables were IN TERVAL (110ms, 130ms, 150ms, 170ms) and TARGET VI BRATION (selecting a target of vibration 0 to 9). 32 participants were randomly assigned to one of the intervals, so that
there were 8 participants per interval, and the experiment for
each participant contained 4 blocks of trials.
In addition, two common gestures (Figure 3), i.e., tapping
with thumb and tapping with index finger, were both tested
within each block and the results are discussed separately.
There were 50 random dwell-selection trials (5 rounds of 0
to 9 vibrations) for each gesture in a block. For counterbalancing, in every block of every interval, 4 participants
were asked to perform thumb-input first and then perform the
index-finger-input, while the other 4 participants were asked
to perform index-finger-input first then thumb-input.
In summary, the experimental design is: 4 intervals × 8 participants per interval × 4 blocks per participant × 2 gestures
per block × 50 trials per gesture = 12,800 data points.
Apparatus

Figure 4 illustrates the study interface. There is only one button on the screen. A digit between 0 and 9 is displayed with
the text ”Target” indicates the TARGET VIBRATION of the
current trial. In every trial, once the participant had pressed
the button, a series of 10ms vibrations divided by the interval of the condition were generated until the button was released. Then, the actual count of the vibrations generated
during the time pressed was displayed with the text ”Answer”

Categorizing Intervals Based on Accuracy

Figure 3. Two common gestures for input on touchscreen: (a) thumbinput in one-handed interaction, and (b) index-finger-input in twohanded interaction, were tested in User Study 1.

(Figure 4(b,c)) to complete the trial. If the actual vibration
met the targeted vibration, the trial was recorded as a success;
otherwise, it was recorded as a fail. The study interface was
implemented on the Samsung Galaxy S7 smartphone model.

Both usages of the two gestures showed no learning effects during the process by two-way (block×target vibration)
ANOVAs, which showed no interaction between factors, and
no differences between the four blocks (p>0.05). We then
aggregated the accuracies across blocks and examined two
gestures separately by running two 4×10 (intervals×targeted
vibrations) two-way ANOVAs.
The results show no interaction between INTERVAL and
TARGET VIBRATION for the usage of the two gestures
(thumb: F 27,280=0.79, p>0.05; index-finger: F 27,280=0.94,
p>0.05). Significant differences between INTERVALS were
also found in main effects analysis for both gestures
(thumb: F 3,280=28.85, p<0.001; index-finger: F 3,280=31.41,
p<0.001), and post hoc Tukey HSD suggests that 170ms interval has significantly higher accuracy than all the other intervals, i.e., 150ms, 130ms and 110ms (p<0.01).
Based on the differences between intervals, the data was arranged into four groups: a) 170ms thumb, b) 170ms index
finger, c) 150ms, 130ms, 110ms thumb, and d) 150ms, 130ms,
110ms index finger, and each group was then discussed separately.

Figure 4. The illustration of our study interface. (a) The interface before user pressing the button. (b) A successful trial in which the actual
vibration count meets the targeted vibration. (c) A failing trial in which
the user has pressed the button longer than target.

Participants

We recruited 32 participants (15 female, age from 22 to 25)
from National Taiwan University.
Tasks and Procedures

There were four testing blocks; each block contained two
gestures, thumb-input and index-finger-input. To familiarize
participants with the testing procedure, a training block was
provided. Each block took about 4 minutes, and there were
3-minute breaks between blocks. In total, each participant
took less than 35 minutes to complete the study. To prevent
participants from receiving vibrations by counting the vibration sounds, they were asked to wear a headset emitting pink
noise.

Figure 5. The performance of Dwell+ of User Study 1 for the thumbinput gesture.

Results

The overall accuracies of thumb-input gesture are 88.44%
(s=13.8%), 75.05% (s=20.9%), 72.5% (s=19.7%), and 68.4%
(s=19.4%) for the 170ms, 150ms, 130ms, and 110ms intervals, respectively (Figure 5), and the accuracies of indexfinger-input are 90.75% (s=12%), 78.5% (s=19.1%), 75.5%
(s=19.2%), and 70.25% (s=19.5%) for the 170ms, 150ms,
130ms, and 110ms intervals, respectively (Figure 6).
To derive an effective level, within which accuracy is retained, under all conditions, we categorized the intervals into
groups of similar accuracy, and investigated the target vibrations with the highest accuracy for each group. All the data
for analysis was tested for normality and homogeneity of variance.

Figure 6. The performance of Dwell+ of User Study 1 for the indexfinger-input gesture.

Deriving Effective Level of Each Group

Here, we attempt to determine the effective level of the four
different groups by analysis of the effects of targeted vibrations on accuracy.
a) 170ms thumb: We ran one-way ANOVA to examine the effects of TARGET VIBRATION on accuracy. There is a significant difference between different vibrations in thumb-input

gesture (F 9,70=3.821, p<0.01), and the Tukey HSD post hoc
test shows that vibrations 0 to 3 have the highest accuracies
(p<0.05).
b) 170ms index-finger: One-way ANOVA shows a significant
difference between vibrations (F 9,70=3.173, p<0.01). The
Tukey HSD post hoc test shows that vibrations 0 to 4 have
the highest accuracies among all (p<0.05).
c) 150ms, 130ms and 110ms thumb: 3×10 (interval×target
vibration) two-way ANOVA shows no interaction between INTERVAL and TARGET VIBRATION (F 18,210=0.462,
p>0.05). Main effects analysis showed differences between
vibrations (F 9,210=20, p<0.001), and vibration 0 to 3 have
higher accuracies.
d) 150ms, 130ms and 110ms index-finger:
3×10
(interval×target vibration) two-way ANOVA shows no
interaction between factors on accuracy (F 18,210=0.305,
p>0.05). Significant differences between the TARGETED
VIBRATIONS are found (F 9,210=18.9, p<0.001), and target vibration 0 to 3 have significantly higher accuracies
(p<0.05).

USING 3-BEAT-PER-CHUNK DESIGN FOR ENHANCING
THE EFFECTIVE LEVEL OF DWELL+

To extend the effective level, we propose presenting a sequence of vibrations with a 3-beats-per-chunk rhythm.
Figure 7 illustrates the difference between a monotonous design and a 3-beats-per-chunk design. In the 3-beats-perchunk design, the first beat of every three vibrations carries
a longer vibrating duration, i.e., 25ms, to present a more discernible haptic cue. As such, every vibration can be recognized as a combination of chunks and beats. For instance, a
fifth vibration can be recognized as the second vibration in
the second chunk, as opposed to the fifth beat. The length
of long vibration utilized, 25ms, was determined through a 6participant pilot test which shows that participants can clearly
differentiate between 25ms and 10ms vibrations.

Summarizing the aforementioned results, accuracies of most
intervals retain their highest between target vibrations 0 to 3,
and drop significantly after this level. The general effective
level of mono-Dwell+ is determined to be within three vibrations.
Comparing Accuracies between Two Gestures

Finally, we ran 2×10 (gesture×target vibration) two-way repeated measures ANOVAs on each interval to test if there
were differences between the usages of gestures on accuracy.
Results show no interaction between two factors, and also no
differences between the gestures for all intervals (p>0.05).
Discussion

Given these results, Dwell+ allows selection with higher accuracies under an effective level, i.e., vibrations 0 to 3. Exceeding this level, user accuracy to select a certain level drops
as the target vibrations grow higher (e.g., with higher target
level), which constrains the usage of Dwell+ in scenarios requiring more modes. Intuitively, a solution to this limitation
is to extend the interval between vibrations; as suggested, a
longer interval achieves higher accuracy. Unfortunately, even
the accuracies of 170ms interval drops to less that 90% when
the target vibration comes up to 5. To support even more
levels, the interval must be much extended which results in
another severe problem, low time-efficiency. Particularly, a
higher target vibration suffers from a longer dwell period.
This leads to an important question in the development of
Dwell+: To what extent can we provide higher-level selection
without suffering low time-efficiency?
Our solution is organizing a series of vibrations into several
three-beat chunks. Since accuracy is retained when counting less than three vibrations, the chunking pattern allows the
participants to recognize every vibration as a combination of
chunks and beats. The implementation of chunking design is
explained just hereafter.

Figure 7. Illustration of 3-beats-per-chunk design applied to the original 170ms interval. Different from the original mono-vibration (a), the
modified version (b) generates a long vibrating duration to the first of
every three vibrations.

In addition, to keep an identical length across vibration cycles, the gap following the 25ms long vibration is set at 15ms
(i.e., 25ms minus 10ms) shorter than the original intervals.
Hence, the duration of shorter gaps per the original 170ms,
150ms, 130ms and 110ms intervals are 155ms, 135ms, 115ms
and 95ms, respectively.
USER STUDY 2:

PERFORMANCE OF CHUNKING-

DWELL+ AND THE OPTIMAL INTERVALS

This study was to evaluate the performance of 3-beats-perchunk design with the same time-interval sets. Furthermore, it
is intended to assist in determining an optimal interval based
on the results.
Study Design and Apparatus

The study design and apparatus were same as User Study 1
except the 3-beats-per-chunk design was applied. The experimental design was: 4 intervals × 8 participants per interval
× 4 blocks per participant × 2 gestures per block × 50 trials
per gesture = 12,800 data points.
Participants

We recruited 32 participants (14 female, age from 21 to 25)
for this study from our university. Participants were assigned
evenly and randomly into four groups of different intervals.

Tasks and Procedures

The tasks and procedures are same as User Study 1 except for
the introduction of our 3-beats-per-chunk design as discussed
herein prior.
Results

The accuracies of the usage of the thumb-input gesture are
94.47% (s=5.6%), 88.44% (s=11.4%), 79.62% (s=14.3%),
and 72.72% (s=20.9%) for the 170ms, 150ms, 130ms, and
110ms intervals, respectively (Figure 8), and the accuracies for the index-finger input gesture are 94.53% (s=6.6%),
89.25% (s=12.1%), 83.06% (s=13.6%), and 73.0% (s=22%)
for the 170ms, 150ms, 130ms, and 110ms intervals, respectively (Figure 9). The results are analyzed in two parts: a)
deriving the optimal interval for Dwell+ using chunking vibration, and b) comparing the accuracy between the use of
mono-Dwell+ and chunking-Dwell+. All the data given hereafter has been tested for normality and homogeneity of variance.

Figure 8. The performance of Dwell+ with chunk design in User Study
2 for usage of the thumb-input gesture.

Deriving the Optimal Interval by Accuracy

Owing to no differences between the four blocks (p>0.05),
we aggregated the accuracies across blocks and examined two
gestures separately by running two 4×10 (intervals×targeted
vibrations) two-way ANOVAs.
Performances of the two gestures again reveal similar results.
Significant effects between INTERVALS are found for both
thumb (F 3,280=49, p<0.001) and index-finger (F 3,280=43.58,
p<0.001). For both gestures, the Tukey HSD post hoc
test shows that greater intervals have higher accuracy than
the shorter ones (p<0.05), i.e., accuracy of 170ms interval
>150ms >130ms >110ms.
Breaking the results down further and looking at the target
vibrations, we see the differences between intervals are generally greater in higher-level selections, i.e., vibration 4 to 9,
than those in lower-level selections, i.e., vibrations 0 to 3.
Take the 170ms and 110ms intervals with thumb-input gesture as an example. The differences in accuracy are greater
at target vibration 9 (91.2% vs 58.1%) than that at target vibration 2 (98.1% vs 93.1%). The results indicate that greater
intervals benefit more from chunking design for the higher
levels. This finding also explains the significant interaction
between INTERVAL and TARGET VIBRATION on accuracy for
both thumb (F 27,280=7.492, p<0.05) and index-finger gestures (F 27,280=7.236, p<0.05).
The 170ms and 150ms intervals offer significantly higher and
more reliable accuracies; thus, we decided upon these two intervals as the optimal intervals for the chunking design. The
following analysis discusses the improvement from monoDwell+ to chunking-Dwell+ regarding the two intervals only.
Comparing the Performance between Mono-Dwell+ and
Chunking-Dwell+

First, the data on the usage of the two gestures of
the two optimal intervals were aggregated running two
2×10 (gestures×target vibration) two-way repeated measure ANOVAs on the 170ms and 150ms intervals, respectively. Since there was no interaction between the two fac-

Figure 9. The performance of Dwell+ with chunk design of User Study
2 for usage of the index-finger-input gesture.

tors for both intervals (170ms: F 9,63=0.53, p>0.05; 150ms:
F 9,63=2.974, p>0.05), and also no differences between the
usage of the gestures (170ms: F 1,63=3.08, p>0.05; 150ms:
F 9,63=0.209, p>0.05), we can aggregate the data of two gestures for both intervals for further analysis.
We compared the aggregated accuracy of the two intervals
to the mono-Dwell+ by 2×10 (types of vibration×target vibration) two-way ANOVAs. Results show chunking-Dwell+
has significantly higher accuracy than the mono-Dwell+ for
both the 170ms interval (F 1,300=24, p<0.001) (Figure 10)
and 150ms interval (F 9,300=65.1, p<0.01) (Figure 11).
The differences between chunking-Dwell+ and mono-Dwell+
are mainly found in the higher-level selection, i.e., target vibration 5 to 9 for 170ms, and vibration 4 to 9 for 150ms
intervals, which explains the interaction between VIBRA TION TYPE and TARGET VIBRATION (170ms: F 9,300=2.69,
p<0.01; 150ms: F 9,300=3.75, p<0.01)
Discussion

This 3-beats-per-chunk design has proved to successfully
extend the effective level of Dwell+, where the differences
between mono- and chunking-vibration are mainly in the
higher-level selection. Also, we found that the greater intervals have higher accuracies due to the chunking design.
The two greater intervals in our study, i.e., 170ms (94.5%)
and 150ms (88.8%), offer more reliable performance; thus,
we decided to use these intervals with chunks as the optimal design. In general, the 170ms-chunking version provides
higher accuracy and more effective modes, so it is suitable

Figure 10. Overall comparison of the chunking and original (mono-)
version of Dwell+ using the 170ms time interval.

Figure 12. The apparatus used for User Study 3 with the participant
touching a copper foil, which is connected to the smartphone through a
Makey Makey board.

This apparatus is similar to that used in User Study 2. The
only difference is that the handset is connected to touchsensitive copper foil through a Makey Makey board2 .
Since only the 170ms and 150ms intervals are used for the
index-finger-input gesture in this study, the study design is: 2
intervals × 8 participants per interval × 4 blocks per participant × 1 gestures per block × 50 trials per gesture = 3,200
data points.
Participants
Figure 11. Overall comparison of the chunking and original (mono-)
version of Dwell+ using the 150ms time interval.

for interfaces requiring greater input space such as performing digit input by a single tapping. Though 150ms-chunking
has worse performance at higher levels, the accuracy of 5level selection is 93.82% and it benefits from its low timeefficiency; thus, it might be desired for fast-selection such as
for direct-launch of apps inside a folder.
USER STUDY 3: CHUNKING-DWELL+ WITH DISPARATE
TOUCH AND VIBRATION FUNCTIONS

After deriving the optimal design for vibration, this user study
investigated an alternative version of Dwell+, which separates touch interaction from where the vibration is perceived,
i.e., the vibration is emitted from a different device that the
finger touches. Such variation would enable many practical usages of Dwell+ as demonstrated in the applications, a
user could sense the vibration and perform Dwell+ touch using a stylus with the opposite hand on a drawing app (Figure 17(b)). Therefore, this study attempts to answer whether
user accuracy remains under such a condition where touch
and vibration are not co-located.
Study Design and Apparatus

The participants were asked to hold the smartphone displaying the derived Dwell+ pattern, e.g., 150ms- or 170ms- interval 3-beat per chunk of vibrations in their left hands. Unlike
previous studies, the participants do not touch the button on
the screen, but a button set on the desk enabled with a touchsensitive copper foil (Figure 12). When triggered, the button
activates the smartphone in the left hands of the participants
to emit vibrations.

16 participants were recruited (10 female, age from 22 to 24)
from our university.
Tasks and Procedures

The tasks and procedures are the same as those used in User
Study 2 except that participants were asked to touch the desk
button instead of the screen button.
Results

We aggregated the accuracies across blocks because there
were no differences between them. The overall accuracies
are 94.1% (s=6.1%) and 85.7% (s=11.8%) for the 170ms
and 150ms intervals, respectively. After aggregating the data
from the two gestures from User Study 2, and all the data
was tested for normality and homogeneity of variance. We
compared the accuracy of two-handed disparate touch and
vibration condition and touch-on-screen condition by 2×10
(conditions×target vibrations) two-way ANOVAs.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the performance of 170ms
and 150ms intervals of two conditions, respectively. Results show no interaction between CONDITION and TARGET
VIBRATION for two both the 170ms (F 9,220=0.7, p>0.05)
and the 150ms (F 9,220=0.54, p>0.05) intervals, and also no
significant differences between two CONDITIONS for both
the 170ms (F 1,220=0.204, p>0.05) and the 150ms intervals
(F 9,220=0.221, p>0.05).
Discussion

This study shows that two-handed disparate touch and vibration condition works as touching on the screen which opens
the possibilities of performing Dwell+ on non-vibrating interfaces, e.g., keyboards, touchpads, physical buttons, etc., by
2
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wants to open the second app, he can contact the icon and wait
for the second vibration and release. In this application, since
it requires only 5 modes, i.e., vibrations 0 to 4, we implemented the vibrations using the 150ms interval with chunks
for higher efficiency on a Samsung Galaxy S7.

Figure 13. The performance of Dwell+ using 170ms interval with chunks
in two conditions.

Figure 15. Using Dwell+ to fast-select apps inside a folder: (a) A regular
folder icon with a preview of 2×2 apps in the folder. (b) The corresponding target vibration for each app. (c) Simple tapping would open
the folder to see all apps as per regular use.

Supporting Single-Handed Typing

Figure 14. The performance of Dwell+ using 150ms interval with chunks
in two conditions.

using wearable devices, e.g., rings, watches, to deliver vibrations.

Typical qwerty keyboard on a smartphone is not easy for
single-handed typing especially when its screen size becomes
larger. Using Dwell+, we can rearrange the keys into a reachable range for the thumb by providing a simple group keypad
based on the T9 keyboard layout as shown in Figure 16(a).
Since each button is comprised of only 3 to 4 characters, this
application uses the 150ms interval for quick typing and is
also implemented on a Samsung Galaxy S7 with a 5.1 touchscreen.

Due to the fact that different body regions have different levels of tactile sensitivity [9, 10, 16], different vibration parameters (e.g., duration, intensity, amplitude) are required to
clearly deliver the tactile cues to the various body regions.
Hence, this study was an initial investigation taking this factor into account, and the performance and derived interval
cannot be directly applied to other areas of the skin.
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

Owing to its simple extension to dwell select, Dwell+ can
be easily integrated with any touch interfaces. To demonstrate the applicability of Dwell+, we implemented two categories of examples, adding Dwell+ to many previously explored touch interfaces with and without vibration capability.
Dwell+ on Vibration-Enabled Touchscreens

Touchscreens can be found in everyday interaction now. Most
touchscreen devices have built-in vibrotactile actuators, thus
they are ready to be utilized by Dwell+.
Direct-Launching In-Folder Apps

Dwell+ allows users to directly launch an app encapsulated
in a folder, as shown in Figure 15(a). In this example, a
folder button shows a preview of 2×2 apps in the folder.
With a simple tapping, i.e., no dwelling, the user can open
the folder to see all apps as per the function of the current
regular interfaces (Figure 15(c)). To activate a certain app on
the 2×2 preview with Dwell+, the user can touch-and-dwell
the button until the corresponding vibration, as indicated in
Figure 15(b), is emitted and perceived. For example, if a user

Figure 16. (a) A Dwell+ keyboard for easy single-handed typing. (b)
Unlocking the device with three Dwell+ digit input.

Unlocking by Subtle Tapping

Typing passwords or drawing patterns are common methods
to unlock personal devices; however, these methods require
detectable gestures leading to lower privacy and safety. We
implemented a subtle unlock method on a Samsung Galaxy
S7 with Dwell+ as shown in Figure 16(b). With this method,
every touch activates the Dwell+ selection as a private digit
input. For example, a simple tap types digit 0, and a touchand-dwell up to 3 vibrations inputs digit 3. Such an unlock
method takes only subtle taps making them difficult to detect.
Entering Texts on Small Screens

Dwell+ allows users to perform text entry on small screens,
like smartwatches, by providing a simple group keypad as
shown in Figure 17(a). Each group contains at most four alphabetical letters (or comma, period, space, and delete) allowing for direct accessibility via a single dwell touch. We

implemented the Dwell+-keyboard on an Asus ZenWatch 2
with a 1.63 touchscreen. The bigger group button also helps
to reduce touch-landing errors while performing text-entry on
the move. The vibrations of this application and the following watch-vibrated applications were mainly displayed on the
wrist, which has weaker tactile sensitivity than that on the
palm. Hence, we set a longer vibrating duration, 30ms, and a
longer interval, 180ms, to ensure clear recognition.

Figure 17. (a) Small-screen text input enabled by Dwell+; each button
contains a set of characters which can be selected by a touch. (b) Dwell+
enables fast tool-changing with a stylus on a tablet.

several modes to switch through via function keys. For example, pressing caps lock for typing capital letters or lowercase
ones. Using Dwell+, users can switch the modes by simply
touching the trackpad or typing the keyboard as shown in Figure 18. Because the laptop itself has no built-in haptic output,
the vibration is delivered through a smartwatch.
Enhancing Touch Space for HMDs

Some HMDs (Head-Mounted Displays) like Google Glass
use a simple touch bar as the main input device and some
simple solutions like Google Cardboard even have no input
mechanism. For enhancing the input space of such devices,
we implemented a prototype by attaching a vibration motor3
on a Google Glass to envision Dwell+ to support it as shown
in Figure 19. Since the ERM motor requires slightly longer
rising time, the vibration is set to be 30ms and the interval
between is 180ms with 3-beats-per-chunks. This implementation can even be upgraded by combining a physical button
with the motor to generally support simple devices.

Boosting the Stylus-Based Interaction

Some tablets or smartphones are supporting stylus input
nowadays. Though most of such devices are vibrationenabled, as we mentioned prior in the motivation of User
Study 3, users cannot receive the vibration well through the
stylus. Taking a drawing application as an example as shown
in Figure 17(b), it usually requires two steps for selecting
tools with different levels. Dwell+ can boost efficiency by
transferring the second-step selection into Dwell+ modes.
This application was built on a Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1
tablet, and the user perceives the haptic ticks through his left
hand holding the tablet.
Dwell+ on Non-Vibrating Touch Interfaces

Unlike touchscreen devices, many touchable objects almost
have no built-in haptic output. To enable Dwell+ on those objects in our living environment, we can either 1) embed haptic
actuators (e.g., vibrotactile motors) into them, or 2) let users
wear or hold haptic actuators, such as wearing a smartwatch
or simply holding a smartphone in hand.

Figure 19. Using Dwell+ to augment the touch space of Google Glass. (a)
A user touches the touch bar while receiving the Dwell+ vibration to (b)
select apps, (c) input texts, or (d) control the music player.

Controlling IoT Devices

Similar to the simple HMDs, many IoT (Internet of Things)
devices have many functions but users tend to control them
as simply as possible, e.g., by one button. Hence, Dwell+
can be used to augment the button to provide more input
space for the devices. Figure 20 shows an example of Philips
Hue, which is a lamp with different colors. By providing
the Dwell+ vibrations through a smartwatch, the lamp can be
controlled by just one button.

Figure 18. A user can use Dwell+ for fast mode-switching while using
a laptop by either inputting through the (a) trackpad or (b) keyboard.
The vibration is generated from a smartwatch.

Providing Mode-Switching for Laptops

Mode-switching is essential when we manipulate a file with
a trackpad of a laptop by performing complicated hand gestures. For example, using an Apple MacBook, a single click
selects a file, double clicks open the file, two-finger click activates a hidden menu for more functions, etc. In addition to the
trackpad, when using the keyboard for typing, there are also

Figure 20. Using Dwell+ to augment a physical button to control an IoT
lamp. (a) A user is pressing a physical button and the Dwell+ vibration
is delivered via a smartwatch to indicate the colors of the lamp (b,c,d).
3
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DISCUSSION
Adjustable Intervals and Expert Mode

Our studies find that participants can effectively manage
nearly 10 levels of Dwell+ selection with less frequent 170ms
intervals, but these effective levels degrade to 5 levels with
more frequent 150ms intervals. This tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy could inspire several possible designs.
Depending on the required efficiency in the applications, different lengths of interval can be applied. For instance, users
can quickly invoke one of the four visible applications on the
group button without unfolding the folder (Figure 15). When
a greater number of levels are required such as picking a number for the setup of date, less frequent intervals may enable
users to be less dependent on visual manipulation while on
the move. This design then requires a system level agreement
such that users would expect to perceive a faster Dwell+ operation before dwelling the finger on an interface containing
a few levels of controls (e.g., music interface in Figure 19).
It is also expected that users will be capable of faster Dwell+
once they receive enough practice over time. It will be therefore interesting to see the interaction between more effective
levels and shorter intervals in providing an expert model of
Dwell+ operations. Furthermore, the system could gradually
increase or decrease the interval duration according to user
performance in constant use of the Dwell+ interaction.
Working with Audio or Visual Feedback

While Dwell+ has been designed based on haptic feedback
specifically using vibration in this paper, the same concept
can be implemented using audio or visual feedback. In comparison, haptic feedback benefits interactions that prefer eyesfree or ears-free use. Audio- or visual-enabled Dwell+ can be
implemented in lack-of-haptic-output devices and has benefits when the users skin is blocked from receiving sensations
e.g., by gloves. Moreover, Dwell+ can be enhanced by combining multiple feedback channels, but careful consideration
should be given if the rich design may affect other concurrent
applications or may annoy the users.
Working with other Input Methods

Dwell+ can potentially be integrated with any touch-based
interaction to further expand its input space. For instance,
these haptic ticks can be added on top of angular touch [17],
posture touch [12], or on different fingers [33].
LIMITATIONS
Evaluation of Applications

To show the high applicability and feasibility of our work,
a wide range of possible applications were proposed. However, these applications were not evaluated. Further research
should investigate the performance and mental workload of
the proposed applications.
Exploring Effective Dwell+ Design across Body

User Study 3 reveals that displacing the vibration from the
users touch finger to the other hand will not affect the accuracy of selection, which sheds light on the possibilities of
perceiving vibration across the body; such as a phone-holding

hand, wrist-worn watch, smart ring, smart belt, and even from
a phone in a pocket. However, this work did not exhaustively
explore the optimal vibration design for other body regions,
and the results of User Study 3 should not be applied to other
areas of the skin directly. In particular, some body parts require stronger vibrotactile cues and longer intervals to clearly
perceive those haptic beats. We encourage further studies to
investigate how divergent haptic sources affect Dwell+ performance, and also how elongated breaks between ticks may
help retain performance.
Real-world Scenario and Multi-tasking

Our studies were conducted in a well-controlled laboratory
environment where users were presented with only the single
task of selecting modes. In real world contexts, user performance to perceive haptic ticks from Dwell+ can be hindered
when users are at the same time perceiving varied visual, audio, or haptic rhythms from the environment. This can happen
frequently when e.g., , using Dwell+ while walking or listening to music when haptic or audio rhythms are formed. This
issue can be alleviated by extending the period of intervals
and vibrations. We encourage future research to investigate
the real-world performance and other improvements.
CONCLUSION

This paper presents Dwell+, a haptically-augmented solution
for multi-level mode selection. Three user studies were conducted to explore for effective designs. The results show that
a 94.5% rate of accuracy is achieved for 10-level selection using the 170ms interval with 3-beats-per-chunk vibration patterns, and a 93.82% rate of accuracy when using the 150ms
interval with the same vibration design.
Since results were shown that the accuracies are almost the
same while conducting touch and receiving vibrations from
disparate body regions, Dwell+ can be extensively used for
a wide range of interfaces by wearing or holding haptic actuators. Applications of Dwell+ include smartphones, smartwatches, stylus, HMDs, laptops and IoT devices.
For future work these researchers consider: a) exploring other
effective Dwell+ designs for different usages, b) working
with multiple output channels and other input methods, and
c) investigating real-world and expert performance.
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